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DAYTON, Ohio, Sept. 28 /PRNewswire/ -- Created for owners of NCR's retail ATMs, NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) has released @tmEASE(TM) -
new software which provides easier setup and ownership of ATMs.

As ATM ownership has shifted from "banks only" to ISOs and other partnerships, @tmEASE enables ATMs to be up-and-running quickly and
managed easily by individual owners at locations such as convenience stores, bars and restaurants.

Available now, @tmEASE interfaces with major ATM networks in the U.S. and allows each owner simple and immediate control over the operation of
the ATM, from determining maximum withdrawal limits and setting surcharge amounts, to creating customized coupon promotions.

"Given the explosion of ATMs in new locations such as smaller convenience stores, restaurants, and even libraries, NCR created this software so that
ATMs can be easily installed and maintained worry-free by owners," said Neal Schwartz, vice president of Convenience Banking for Retail in NCR's
Financial Solutions Division. "We know that not every purchaser of a retail ATM has the time to devote to that ATM. We just wanted to make our
owners' operational requirements as easy as can be found in the market. Our resellers will also greatly appreciate the operational simplicity."

"This software provides a much easier way to bring large numbers of retail ATMs on-line, increasing Core Data Resources' ability to support large retail
ATM deployers," said Campbell Burgess, president and CEO of Core Data Resources, a major ATM network. "Core Data Resources has certified
@tmEASE and it performs very well. NCR provides significant features to the retail ATM deployer, along with a solid ATM hardware and software
platform which Core Data Resources is planning to extend to future electronic commerce projects."

The @tmEASE software will be demonstrated at the Advanced ATM Conference October 4-6 in Orlando and the National Association of Convenience
Stores show October 21-24 in New Orleans.

About NCR Corporation

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is a US$6.2 billion leader in providing Relationship Technology(TM) solutions to customers worldwide in the retail,
financial, communications, manufacturing, travel and transportation, and insurance markets. NCR's Relationship Technology solutions include privacy-
enabled Teradata(R) warehouses and customer relationship management (CRM) applications, store automation and automated teller machines
(ATMs). The company's business solutions are built on the foundation of its long- established industry knowledge and consulting expertise, value-
adding software, global customer support services, a complete line of consumable and media products, and leading edge hardware technology. NCR
employs 32,500 in 130 countries, and is a component stock of the Standard & Poor's 500 Index. More information about NCR and its solutions may be
found at www.ncr.com.
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